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Mark’s Musings

Welcome to another Cultivar Newsletter. So is this going to be the month of freedom or will I be asking the same question next time? Hopefully Yes and No in that order, but I would rather reverse that than
go early and be back into it all again.
As always, I have to thank people for allowing me to use their photos and information. This time, my
thanks to Jennifer Gunter, for the Tree Fern and the Dryopteris, and to Tim Brock for the Scollie photos.
I would like to take this opportunity to add a little bit of semi--self-advertising. I am assuming the
September meeting will go ahead. Over the past couple of years I have been propagating a number of
species and cultivars and, with the lack of meetings, have had little opportunity to spread them around.
So, if you are coming and think you would like to return with a few additions to your collections, can I ask
you to bring your own bags/pots and labels as I am a bit short. Thank you

Classic Cultivar Asplenium scolopendrium ‘Ramo-Marginatum’

Photos by Tim Brock

This is one of my favourite groups within the Scollies (along with about a dozen others!, really it
depends on which one I am looking at, at the time).

The original cultivar was raised by Abraham Clapham of Ramsdale Bank, Scarborough around 1860
from spore. Lowe describes it as follows:
“ It is exceedingly beautiful and very distinct. The lower portion of the frond is very much narrowed, the leafy part being often all but wanting, except at the base itself. Where it becomes
dilated; above it is ramose, forming multifidi-crisped tassels, which are marginate. At the apex
the form is that of a large spreading tassel. Length of frond varying from nine to twelve inches,
and width at the apex (that is, of the tassel) about six inches. There are two forms, the one
branching into two distinct fronds at the base,…. and the simple form”
Clapham also raised another, similar form ‘Keratoides’. In Lowe’s Young Collector, book this form
appears under the sub-section ‘Ramo-Inequale’ along with 33 other interesting sounding forms!
Martin , in The Plantfinder’s Guide also mentions ‘Cervi cornu’ as similar, but branching near the
tip, In the Young Collector this appears under the ‘Ramo-Marginatum’ sub-section which includes Clapham’s original and 25 others, including 2 more from Clapham: ‘Ramo-Palmatum’ (length 3 inches) and
‘Ramo-Proliferum’ (length 3 inches), although here Lowe mentions nothing about the bulbils on the top
surface that he mentions elsewhere, see below the following frond photograph.

As noted above, Lowe also mentions: ‘Ramo-Marginatum-Prolifeum’. Length two to
three inches. Broader, more leafy, scarcely marginate, tufted form of ‘Ramo-marginatum’,
bearing numerous tiny bulbils on the upper surface.

It would be good to see this one back with us.

An idle thought I had, for contemplation.
The other day, I was doing the washing up, and, as often happens on such occasions my mind was wandering over a
number of areas, such as England’s prospects against Germany (you will know by now if my pessimism was justified or not),
how to keep my wife’s mind away from the idea of starting decorating, and then onto the piece I did in the last edition on
Osmunda regalis ‘Purpurascens’.
Specifically about how it comes true from spores and how there has been discussion for many years as to its actual
status—is it a variety/cultivar or should it be considered a separate species?
This got me thinking about some of the other cultivars we grow. There
are a quite a number that also come true from spores , and I wondered what
would have happened had a wild colony of, say Dryopteris filix-mas
‘Decomposita’ or ‘Linearis’ (two that I find come pretty true from spores)
been stumbled upon by the Victorian fern hunters . Would they have considered these as distinct species, or would they have still seen them as
“cultivars”?
I then wondered if or when any of these “100% true (or very close to
100% true) cultivars” will have changed enough from the parent plant to be
considered as new species. Presumably eventually genetic drift could separate them sufficiently.
Some variations are so extreme that they will always be just that, like
the cresting on the Polystichum setiferum cultivar on the left.
Just a thought to idly play with.

A quick up-date.
Those of you who were able to attend might remember at the last meeting in Sevenoaks a Male fern with very narrow pinnae
was spotted just off the path. Someone managed to obtain some spores from it, and I was given some of them. The good
news is, that I was able to germinate a number. The bad news, as you can see below, is that, although looking healthy, they
are also looking annoyingly normal! I will persevere with them just in case something interesting happens as they mature.

Another Crested Tree fern
Some of you might be thinking that I am becoming a bit obsessive over these. I probably am, along with becoming
very jealous of those who have them and have the room to grow them, but the real reason I keep including them is that,
not only are they spectacular, I suspect that like me, very few of you have seen any in the “flesh”, much less grow them,
For the following photos I am indebted to Jennifer Gunter, in Oregon.

I have either deliberately left the name off this one as a bit of a challenge to you, or I stupidly forgot
to note it down and now cannot find the original post! I will let you decide which is the most probable
reason.

New Cultivar
Adiantum aleuticum ‘Imbricatum’
I know this is not strictly a cultivar but the title was always meant to be a bit loose.
I am also not absolutely sure that this should be under this heading, as I have not been able to discover when this
form was first found/bred. If anyone has any further information on this I would like to hear from you so that I can add it in
the next edition.
I am sure you are all familiar with this fern and so do not require a full description of it. Martin Rickard in The
Plantfinder’s Guide gives a height of 15-30 cm (6-12 inches). I have just measured mine and it sits perfectly in the middle
at 9 inches. Sue Olsen, in The Encyclopedia of Garden Ferns notes that this form can take more sun than the typical species. My main plant is just outside the kitchen door where it gets full sun (which Sue says it will not take, but then mine
gets “English sun” not “American sun”) for about half the day. I have a second plant, put out earlier this year in a more
shady spot so it will be interesting to compare the two. This new one was a self-sown sporelings.

My plant, which I am quite proud of, grown from BPS spore some years ago, now forming quite a respectable clump.

Facebook fern group update.
The various Facebook specialist fern groups are continuing to increase in membership. When I last mentioned them, we were
looking to see which would break the 100 barrier first. Now they are as follows:
Asplenium Scolopendrium fan page—215 members
Athyrium filix-femina cultivars group—157 members
Dryopteris species, hybrids & cultivars group—245 members
Polypody cultivars— 123 members
The Polystichum Group—211 members.

Still room for more though, so please feel free to join.

An attractive form to look out for.

Photos from Jennifer Gunter, with thanks.

A couple of editions ago I included a very dark scaled form of Polystichum x dycei. Here we have another unusually
dark scaled individual, Dryopteris dilitata ’Crispa Whiteside’ , although, as you see the label states: Dryopteris austriaca
which, looking through Google, seems to be the name used more commonly in the U.S.A.
However one names it, I think it looks particularly striking while unfurling, and, Jennifer says, enhanced when wet.

